Conventional tissue engineering, cell therapy, and current medical approaches were shown to be successful in reducing mortality rate and complications caused by cardiovascular diseases (CVDs). But still they have many limitations to fully manage CVDs due to complex composition of native myocardium and microvascularization. Fabrication of fully functional construct to replace infarcted area or regeneration of progenitor cells is important to address CVDs burden. Three-dimensional (3D) printed scaffolds and 3D bioprinting technique have potential to develop fully functional heart construct that can integrate with native tissues rapidly. In this review, we presented an overview of 3D printed approaches for cardiac tissue engineering, and advances in 3D bioprinting of cardiac construct and models. We also discussed role of immune modulation to promote tissue regeneration.
Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are highly prevailing worldwide diseases in terms of morbidity and mortality worldwide, especially in developed countries. 1 One out of seven deaths is caused by coronary artery disease and the estimated total incidences of myocardial infarction are almost 790,000 per year. [1] [2] [3] Other than loss of native cells in heart tissues, the different pathologic conditions such as atresia, regurgitation, and stenosis also affect the heart valves. [4] [5] [6] Cardiac arrest or heart attack is caused by problem in electrical impulse or blood arteries that supply oxygen and nutrients to heart tissues. 7 Almost 1 billion cardiomyocytes (CMs) are lost during heart attack. 8 There is no auto-regeneration or repair process for lost cells, rather the heart forms a scar tissue that blocks the electrical signal and spontaneous contraction. This situation increases the risk of heart failure. Acute myocardial infarction (MI) or end-stage ischemic heart failure is currently managed by cell therapy, coronary artery bypass grafting, left ventricular assist device, and finally heart transplantation. [9] [10] [11] [12] But there is lack of organ donors as compared to demand and also organ transplantation is not always successful due to associated complications of immune rejection. 13 Among other treatment options available, direct injection of cells to heal MI showed some success to regain muscle function; however, most of the cells after injection were reported to be dead [14] [15] [16] ( Figure 1 ). These injected cells also failed to develop early vascularization and extracellular matrix (ECM), which is important for exchange of materials in tissue repair process. Due to lack of three-dimensional (3D) flexible biomimetic ECM and the supply of nutrients, the survival duration of the injected cells is low. Therefore, 90% cells die as a result of lack of nutrients supply and exposure to free radicals and inflammatory cytokines present in the surrounding tissue 17, 18 ( Figure 1 ). In cell therapy, bone marrow stem cells are isolated from bone marrow based on density gradient centrifugation. 19 The resulting product is defined as bone marrow mononuclear cells (BMMNCs), which include bone marrow hematopoietic stem cells, bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells, and committed cells in the various stages of differentiation. The majority of the clinical trials with BMMNCs reported a modest improvement of left ventricular function and cardiac perfusion by enhanced microvascularization. 14, [20] [21] [22] Tissue engineering of a largesize cardiac construct is very challenging due to its complex nature ( Figure 2 ). It is tough to mimic the hierarchical property of native myocardium to develop dynamic cardiac tissue with continuous contraction and relaxation. 23, 24 Cardiac tissues are composed of ECM proteins and different cells aligned in a very special order to maintain their spontaneous contraction to pump blood. Keeping in view these challenges there is need of a special tissue engineering technique that can present a scaffold with natural ECM and can hold the CMs and promote their regeneration.
Tissue engineering is a multidisciplinary approach, which combines materials engineering, life sciences, and computer modeling to produce functional scaffolds and artificial tissues construct for biomedical applications. 17, 25, 26 Tissue engineering has potential to address all key challenges of cardiac tissue engineering. 27 In this technique a scaffold with ECM nature was used to support repair or regeneration process. Tissue engineering techniques used mainly three types of materials for cardiac tissue engineering, and those are natural (gelatin, collagen, alginate, chitosan, fibrin, and hyaluronic acid), [28] [29] [30] synthetics [poly (glycolic acid), polycaprolactone (PCL), poly (lactic acid), and poly D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA)], 28, [31] [32] [33] and hybrid (combination of synthetics, natural, and metallic). 34 These materials are used to fabricate 3D scaffolds to mimic the native ECM and present similar morphology to cell as they exit from the original organ. An ideal scaffold for cardiac tissue engineering should be biocompatible, biodegradable, and have enough mechanical strength and electrical conductance to perform dynamic functions of the heart. 35, 36 Over a course of time, 3D scaffold-based cell culture technique is proven better as compared to 2D conventional cell culture techniques, commonly used in academic and industrial labs. 37, 38 In 2D cell culture, cellular morphology is different from native tissue due to extra surface tension and one side cell adhesion in cell culture flask or dish. 39 Also, 
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Qasim et al monolayer cell culture or single-cell culture cannot sufficiently explain the clinically relevant heart disease models like MI and heart failure. 40 Furthermore, culture of CMs within 3D scaffold showed CM alignment and physiology. 41 Embryonic stem cell (ESC)-derived CMs showed increased expression for contractile functionally related genes, extended sarcomeres, and higher conduction velocities within 3D scaffolds as compared to 2D monolayers. 42 Therefore, 3D tissue engineering strategies can only help in finding the optimum solution for cardiac tissue engineering. Various techniques and designs have been applied to manipulate cell physiology by targeting substrate, topography, material stimulation by electrical or mechanical signal, and coculture. 43 In 3D tissue engineering techniques, we can use mechanical strain and shear stress, alter calcium dynamics, electric impulse and temperature can simultaneously direct cell alignment, synchronization, differentiation, and maturations of cells to CMs. 37, 44 Further, 3D scaffolds can support coculture or mixture of cell culture, as cardiac tissue engineering required different cells to mimic functions of myocardium. Additionally, it has been observed that CMs culture with non-CM cells supported the regeneration and growth of tissue-engineered construct. 45 In some cases, only CMs failed to develop tissue construct when they were cultured alone, as endothelial cells (ECs) are important for vascularization of constructs to match nutrients demand. Coculture of CMs and ECs in 3D scaffolds resulted in functionalized cardiac tissue construct with increased proliferation, amelioration, physiology, and viability of CMs. 46 These functional cardiac constructs as a result of 3D scaffold-based tissue engineering can also act as an alternative for in vivo drug screening as existing animal models of drug screening does not match exactly with human physiology. 47 Furthermore, human immune system is much complex as compared to animals' use as disease models for drug screening. Therefore, during drug development when drug is screened through 2D cell culture assays and animals' disease models, screening results are prone to false positive or false negative. In the past decade, more than 20% drugs are withdrawn from market due to cardiac cytotoxicity including antihistamines (terfenadine and astemizole), benfluorex, sibutramine, prokinetic agents (cisapride), spasmolytics (terodiline), dexfenfluramine and pergolide, antipsychotics (thioridazine), and quinolone antibiotics (grepafloxacine). 47, 48 Among 3D scaffold fabrication techniques, hydrogels, nanofibers, and decellularization have been widely used for tissue engineering of different organs [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] ( Figure 3 ). But these techniques are successful for only avascular organs; however, development of artificial construct for highly vascularized organ like heart is very challenging. 58 Branched blood arteries and capillaries offer additional complexity to fabricate functional cardiovascular organoids. Second challenge in engineering cardiac organoids is CM's limited self-renewal ability. Also, fabricating aligned and thick cardiovascular tissue is complicated as it 
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Qasim et al requires microvascular network for exchange of materials and oxygen supply. Additionally, synchronization of synthesized tissue constructs with native tissue and execution of spontaneous contraction of construct is itself a challenge 24, 59 ( Figure 2 ). Due to these challenges, until now, idea of fully functional heart construction by using only conventional tissue engineering technique has not been achieved yet. Recently, 3D printing technique provided an alternative to make this possible, as 3D printing technique can develop a heterogeneous 3D scaffold with strong mechanical strength and with all required characteristics of an ideal scaffold for cardiac tissue engineering. 44, 60 With the advancement of 3D printing, scaffolds can now be fabricated with native ECM morphology and accuracy. 61 AutoCAD (computer-aided design) has made it possible to design whole 3D structure like an organ and then print it with biocompatible materials to get a 3D scaffold of organ shape. 62 To develop an artificial organ or muscle patch, this scaffold must be seeded with tissue-specific cells. 61, 63 This technique enables us to use conventional 3D scaffolds (hydrogels) mix with cells (bio ink) and perform precise 3D bioprinting for organs by using different approaches [63] [64] [65] [66] ( Figure 4 , Table 1 ). In most recent strategies of 3D printing, organs are being printed directly by using spheroid without biomaterial scaffold involvement to avoid immune reaction. 37, 67, 68 In this review, we discussed different 3D printed approaches for cardiac tissue engineering, microfluidics-based heart-on-a-chip technologies, scaffold free 3D bioprinting to develop an in vitro cardiac model for drug screening, 69 and immune modulations for cardiac tissue engineering.
3D printing cardiac tissue engineering
3D printing is a technique in which materials are combined in 3D shape through computer-controlled process. 63 There are different methods to complete this 3D printing process based on technology, cost, speed, resolution, and limitations 70 ( Figure 5 ). In case of 3D bioprinting, only a few of them have been used, primarily due to the restrictions made when working with biologic materials.
71 3D printing processes have two main categories: scaffold-based printing and scaffoldfree printing. 72 Various approaches have been used for scaffold-based bioprinting: first fabrication of 3D scaffold by biomaterial(s) and the cell seeding; preprinting of scaffold and then cell layers printing or simultaneous printing of biomaterials and cells. In second scaffold-free category, bioink consists of individual cells or tissue spheroids are used for direct printing on substrate.
73 3D printing-based applications of tissue engineering in combination with stem cell technology have the potential to address the shortage of donor organs for transplantation and provide patient-specific tissue replacement. However, tissue vascularization and rapid 
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3D printed scaffold tissue engineering
One of the essential traits of an ideal scaffold is that it should have native ECM texture to support repair and regeneration process. 3D printing has offered a precise control to fabricate scaffold with native ECM morphology and through this it has prompted a tremendous excitement in tissue engineering.
61
3D printed scaffolds have defined geometric dimensions with fine 3D groove pattern composed of hybrid and heterogeneous materials to mimic the natural ECM morphology. Surface of 3D scaffold can also be patterned with channels to mimic additional function of endothelial network. 74 These 3D patterns, grooves, and channels are key characteristics and they influence cell's migration, morphology, phenotype, and physiology. This phenomenon is called as topologic or surface guidance and it is important for stem cell differentiation into adipogenic, osteogenic, neurogenic, myogenic, and cardiomyogenic phenotype. 75 To get control over cell physiology and limit their differentiation, composition and pattern of ECM are important to know and then replicate those key features with computer-aided software and design 3D printed scaffold with fine resolution. Until now a fine resolution of #1 µm has been achieved to construct adjacent narrow channels. 64, 76 These narrow patterns also influence cell adhesions. For example in a recent study, a 3D printed scaffold seeded with CMs demonstrated synchronized movement just after 1 day of cell culture, which shows that individual cell adhesion with scaffold inside the microchannels was quick and interchannel coupling was also established quickly. 60 Another study was conducted by using a novel multiphoton-excited 3D printing technique to print ECM-based scaffold with high resolution. They cultured 5×10 4 cells composed of human induced pluripotent cellderived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs), smooth muscle cells (SMCs), and ECs (in a 2:1:1 ratio) over this 3D scaffold to develop human cardiomyocyte patches (hCMP). The hCMP appeared soon after 24 hours of cell seeding and expressed the cardiac protein markers, calcium transients, and synchronized natural heart beating. The authors also used this scaffold to treat animal model of MI, and scaffold-free hCMP were used as control. This 3D printed scaffold-based hCMP showed improvement in heart physiology, infarct size, cell viability, endothelial density, and cell proliferation as compared to control. 77 Recently, PCL and PCL carbon nanotube were used to develop 3D printed composite scaffolds and test 
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Qasim et al its biocompatibility to support cardiac tissue engineering. 78 Similarly, PLGA were used to construct 3D scaffold for tissue engineering applications 79 (Table 1) . In a latest technique of 3D scaffold-based printing, a bioink composed of cells and desired biomaterials is directly used to print a scaffold in the shape of organ to develop full or partial organ (Figure 3) . Recently, Zhang et al used the composite bioink consisting of ECs and microfibrous hydrogel in 3D printing to fabricate myocardium. During direct 3D printing, gravity and difference in density helped ECs to align themselves along the periphery of microfibers and form a symmetrical layer of confluent endothelium. Further, endothelium was overlayered by CMs with controlled anisotropy to develop a functional myocardium. This myocardium expressed the rhythmic beating. The authors also used this myocardium model with microfluidics-based 
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Qasim et al perfusion bioreactor to develop endothelialized-myocardiumon-a-chip model for drug screening. It has shown that CMs derived from iPSCs can be used for developing endothelialized human myocardium. 64 Recently the 3D sacrificial molding-based 3D bioprinting was introduced, and in this technique a rigid 3D lattice of sugar filaments was embedded with cells patterned over hydrogels. On contact with aqueous phase, sugar filaments subsequently dissolved and formed a microchannel network to support microvascularization. Though this is a simple method to introduce hallow channel network in hydrogels, hydrogel does not support lumen network when extensive remodeling of ECM happened with cell seeding. For instance, macroscopic, tissue contraction of heart muscle would be virtually impossible to establish without tight cell-cell connections at physiologic cell density. 80 In another similar study, microchannels were fabricated in a 3D printed gelatin hydrogel cross-linked with an enzyme mTgase. These microchannels were used to align hMSCs and increase their differentiation into CMs. These microchannels also increased the CM functionality and orientation. 81 To 3D print fully functional cardiac tissue, a hybrid hydrogel system composed of sacrificial hydrogel, cell-laden hydrogel, and PCL was developed. They used these hydrogels along with 10×10 6 cells/mL as a bioink to print a 3D cardiac construct at 18°C. Separate dispensing modules were used for each type of hydrogel and PCL for 3D printing. Thus, the obtained cardiac tissue constructs showed a spontaneous synchronized beating in culture, showing potential for in vitro cardiac tissue development and maturation. Fully functional cardiac tissue development was confirmed by immunostaining of α-actinin and connexin 43. They also tested these bioprinted cardiac tissues for in vitro drug screening studies and their response was phenomenal and comparable to native cardiac tissues. 44 Similarly, albumin 
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Qasim et al electrospun nanofibers were 3D laser patterned to develop grooves on its surface to align CMs. The authors seeded these patterned groves with ECs to form closed lumens in another layer of 3D patterned nanofiber. They also fabricated 3D cage-like pattern to attach PLGA microparticulate systems for sustained release of VEGF to promote vascularization, or dexamethasone, an anti-inflammatory agent. They grew these layers separately until they glued them with ECM-based biologic glue to form thick 3D cardiac patches and implanted them in rat and their coupling was observed. 82 Maiullari et al used a bioink composed of alginate and PEG-fibrinogen (PF) hydrogel and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and induced pluripotent cell-derived cardiomyocytes (iPSC-CMs) to develop functional construct in hydrogel strands produced through 3D printed microfluidics channels. They developed a functional cardiac construct with a high orientation index imposed by the different defined geometries and blood vessel-like shapes generated by HUVECs. They also demonstrated its in vivo grafting and integration of the engineered cardiac tissue with host's vasculature. 83 All these scaffold-based 3D printed heart constructs' success depends on their electrical coupling with the native cardiac tissues, and in the future such 3D printed scaffold should have electrical conductance properties to facilitate the cell bundle extension to establish that connection.
Cell types
There are various types of cell used in 3D printed scaffolds or 3D bioprinting for cardiac tissue engineering. Mainly they are classified as nonhuman cells and human cells. They are either used as in single form or in mixture form. Rat myoblast cells have been shown to differentiate into functioning cardiac tissue in a variety of experiments. 84 Among human cells, so far bone marrow-or adipose-derived stem cells, ESCs, and skeletal myoblast and resident cardiac stem cells are commonly used for cardiac tissue engineering application. 12, 32, 42, [85] [86] [87] With the advancement of stem cell biology, progenitor cells of different sources have also been now used in regenerative medicine for cardiac repair. Regenerative medicine and stem cell engineering are emerging as a promising solution to treat CVDs. [88] [89] [90] ESCs are considered ideal for cardiac tissue engineering prior to their pluripotency and self-renewal. They are isolated from human blastocyst and cultured in vitro for the first time in 1998. 92 When these iPSCs are further provided with transcription factors Flk1, Isl1, or Nkx2.5 they differentiate into cardiac progenitor cells, which are further used in cardiac tissue engineering. 93 Furthermore, ESCs and iPSCs can also be differentiated into CMs and vascular cells through Wnt/Catenin signaling pathway. Wnt/Catenin signaling pathway can be activated by blocking glycogen synthase kinase 3 before the differentiation of ESCs and iPSCs. 94, 95 As these iPSCs will be derived from the somatic cells of the patient to be treated, they do not face immune problems. Thus, iPSCs are considered an important source to produce the autologous CMs needed to develop synthetic cardiac tissue construct. 36, 96, 97 There are different protocols that have been developed to differentiate ESCs and iPSCs into CMs and are widely applied in tissue engineering to repair MI. However, immaturity of stem cell-derived CMs, due to incomplete maturation, 98 remains a major obstacle, and promoting CM maturation is important in order to achieve the final goal of cardiac regeneration. 99 Chong et al observed in a nonhuman primate model of myocardial ischemia-reperfusion that treatment with human embryonic stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hESC-CMs) led to significant remuscularization, albeit with nonfatal ventricular arrhythmias, due to incomplete maturation of hESC-CMs. 100 Recently mouse somatic cells were programmed into pluripotent stem cells and further differentiated into electrophysiologic functional mature CMs expressing cardiac markers with the potential to treat MI. In terms of human cells, 101 hCMPCs and hiPSC-CMs are popular choices for 3D bioprinting. [102] [103] [104] These cells demonstrated genetic profiles and protein expression of native myocardium when bioprinted in the methods described above.
Microfluidics-based 3D cardiac tissue engineering
As discussed previously, one of the vital barriers in heart tissue engineering is the supply of oxygen and nutrients to thick cardiac tissue (.100-200 µm) (Figure 2) . Therefore, developing a perusable microvascular network, which mimics the natural vascular network of arteries, is a fundamental requirement to treat ischemic diseases. Previously, efforts were made to develop microvascular structures by stimulation of angiogenesis in vivo, by implantation of ECs, or by re-endothelialization of decellularized organs ( Figure 3 ). But all these previous methods have shown their own limitations. Most recent development to resolve this issue is microfluidics devices, which mimic the complex 
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Qasim et al microvascular tissue engineering and demonstrated the physiologic function of heart on the chip. 64 Microfluidics devices involve microfabrication of the device through computer-aided designing, and electrical and mechanical control of fluid controls with 3D coating of biomaterials. 105 Microfluidics devices like organ-on-a-chip and lab-on-a-chip could be a potential technique to implement key features of functional tissue units at the microscale and nanoscale levels. These systems presented the platform to observe a real-time effect of biochemical, mechanical, and electrical stimulations on new heart tissue constructs, which are key factors to improve tissue functions. 25 As the functions of cardiac muscles are mainly determined by the 3D arrangement of their muscles' fibers and their perfect contractions in response to electrical impulse, microfluidics devices are one such approach to mimic such complicated arrangements of cardiac tissues in vitro to study the pathophysiologic nature of CMs and drug screening for cardiac toxicity evaluation.
A group of scientists used the microfluidics-based system to study the physiology of cardiac ventricle contractions under physical and electrical stimulation. To mimic the laminar anisotropic nature of cardiac ventricle wall, they fabricated 2D muscular thin films (MTFs), engineered by culturing anisotropic muscular tissue on top of fibronectinpatterned flexible elastomeric cantilevers. They monitored the contractile pattern of MTFs and compared it with sarcomere organization of the cardiac ventricle wall. They concluded that a high degree of 2D arrangements results in higher systolic and diastolic status. In addition to this, they controlled the fluid flow through a platinum pacemaker to analyze more thoroughly contractility tests and study MTF response to electrical impulse. Further, they also used their system for drug screening applications. They successfully demonstrated that CMs can produce relevant contractile forces in measurable range when cells are grown and molded in a 2D structure and under electrical impulse. 106 Similarly, Kitamori group demonstrated artificial heart beating on chip through microfluidics by developing a bio-micro-actuator cultured with CMs to bend polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micropillars. They also developed a heart-on-a-chip pump, by using mechanical forces produced by CMs that aligned the cell sheet to pump fluids through microfluidic channels. 107 To mimic the physiologic functions and protein expression of adult heart tissues, Sheehy et al fabricated an in vitro model of heart-on-the-chip. They seeded this chip with CMs and they showed that anisotropic engineered myocardium expressed a similar degree of global sarcomere alignment, contractile stress output, and inotropic concentration response to the adrenergic agonist isoproterenol. This engineered myocardium also expressed the myofibril-related gene expression similar to muscle fibers isolated from the ventricular tissue of adult rat. 108 In vitro 3D microfluidics functional heart models for drug screening
The common strategy to treat CVDs is to use therapeutic interventions that mitigate symptoms; however, these treatments are not sufficient for full recovery and patients are left only with transplant option. To improve medical care options, development of new drugs must be considered. Drug discovery is a complex and time-consuming process involving significant basic research and preclinical evaluation before testing in patients for drug cytotoxicity and clinical efficacy. 109 In conventional drug screening approaches, to evaluate a drug for its ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination) and cytotoxicity, animal models are being used as disease models ( Figure 6 ). Preclinical studies conducted on animal models often fail in human trials and lead to huge economic loss along with adverse effect on human lives. Drug-induced cardiotoxicity is one of the major issues for drug industry working on new therapeutics research for CVDs. 110 Over the last 15 years, almost 20% of drugs were called back from market due to their cardiotoxicity issues. In addition to them, many of the drugs showed unwanted lethal effects during clinical trials after they passed animals trials. Approximate cost for one drug to pass through clinical trials is around 3-4 billion USD. This indicates that the failure of one drug causes a huge economic loss to drug manufacturing company or funding agency. In the last two decades, almost 50 drugs have been called back from market due to cardiotoxicity.
The main reason behind this huge economic loss and time loss is the lack of proper in vitro and in vivo drug testing assays to evaluate drug toxicity, which mimics the exact microenvironment with natural human body environment. Animal-based in vivo models have many ethical concerns, require time-consuming procedures, are expensive, and require sophisticated animal housing. Most important results with animal models are not reliable because physiology of human organ and its chemical interaction with the human body is different from the animal's body. Though 2D-based static cell culture dishes used for in vitro drug screening assays are physiologically relevant, modeling vascular system specifically for primary perfusion and pharmacokinetic interface as ECs cultured in the absence of hemodynamic stresses (stretch, shear, and pressure) does not mimic 
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Advancement in biomedical engineering has presented a new 3D microfluidic-based approach as an alternative in vitro model to resolve this complex issue of drug screening ( Figure 6 ). In addition, integration of bioengineering technologies with 3D printing technologies further extended this microfluidics platform to develop heart-on-a-chip model to mimic the biology and physiology of fully functional heart. Moreover, to replace human clinical trial, a further extended platform with assemblies of different organs on chip to demonstrate human-on-a-chip provides a system to screen drugs, and its mechanism of actions and evaluate its ADME with respect to mutual interactions of different organs. As these platforms are seeded with the human cells in ECM like natural 3D microenvironment, their results are more reliable for human applications. Microfluidics devices that demonstrate the heart model integrated with endothelial and vascular system can predict drug cardiotoxicity better than animal model. Recently, to depict such a system, cardiopatch 3D culture platform was developed to evaluate drug and disease modeling by using hiPSC-CMs. They developed this system to mimic highly mature and functional human heart (cardiopatch) with clinically active surface area of 4 × 4 cm. They set a free-floating dynamic culture with continuous nutrients supply and exchange of waste materials, and maintain cell seeding density to reflect highly accurate in vitro cardiac maturation model system. After 5 days of culture, hiPSC-CMs showed uniform sarcomere alignments showing I-bands, H-zone, and sketch of T-tubules and M bands. The cardiopatch showed spontaneous contractions, robust electromechanical coupling, and increased expression of maturation markers comparable to adult myocardium. This system can be scaled up to clinical dimensions for drug screening while preserving spatially uniform properties with high conduction velocities and contractile stresses. 8 In another study, researcher used PDMS-based microfluidics system to evaluate electrical and mechanical properties of heart construct. They called this system I-Wire heart-on-a-chip. In this system, I-wire assay provided them with an ability to apply control over the electrical and mechanical stimulus to 3D embryonic cardiac constructs (ECTCs) and measure their impact on the constructs. A calibrated flexible probe provides strain load to the ECTC via lateral displacement, and the microscope noticed the deflections of both the probe and the 
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Qasim et al ECTC. 60 This system helped to study the behavior of cardiac tissues under controlled mechanical and electrical stimulus. Similarly, Marsanso et al used synchronized stimulus and translated the uniaxial cyclic strain in a 3D microfluidics model to mimic the mechanical stimulus faced by CMs in the native myocardium. Their device had an array of hanging posts, which restrict cell-laden gels and a pneumatic actuation system to produce uniaxial strains on the microengineered cardiac tissues (µECTs). They evaluated the effect of physiologic cyclic uniaxial strains (10%-15%) on the maturation and physiology of uniformly arranged µECTs developed by seeding neonatal rat or hiPSC-CMs using this device. They showed that cyclic uniaxial strain induced the maturation as well as improved the contraction and synchronized beating. They also tested the human µECTs for drug screening in physiologic environment. These tissues responded well to isoprenaline (β-adrenergic stimulation) at low concentrations (1 nM) with positive chronotropic effect when compared to the previously reported response concentration limit of 100 nM and 1 µM in large-and microscale human embryonic cells, respectively. This beating analysis of hiPSC-CM constructs under controlled administration of isoprenaline showed its potential applications for drug development and cardiotoxicity studies. Indeed, the ability to generate reproducible and functional cardiac microtissues from hiPSC-CMs broadens the application horizons of this device, with the possibility to generate patient-specific myocardium-like tissues, which can model unique and relevant genetic cardiac disorders. 111 One of the main problems with cardiac tissue engineering using a 3D scaffold is building few millimeters thick cardiac tissue and supply of oxygen to CMs. Zhang et al reported a 3D microfluidics scaffold called AngioChip, which has extensive network of nanopore and microholes in the microfluidics channels to enhance their perfusions and intercellular communications. This AngioChip supports the assembly of parenchymal cells on a mechanically stable matrix surrounding 3D microfluidics network coated with ECs. They also demonstrated the vascularized cardiac tissues engineered using AngioChips to show drug delivery pattern clinically relevant to intravenous injection and presented that few millimeter-thick cardiac tissues can be developed in a scalable manner. Moreover, they implanted AngioChip cardiac tissues to rat hindlimb femoral vessel by direct surgical anastomosis to restore its blood perfusion. 112 To present the microfluidics system as a heart disease model, Horton et al presented cardiac dysfunction model by using angiotensin II (ANG II). This heart-on-a-chip model composed of arrays of MTFs can help to differentiate the healthy and abnormal tissues by tracking the deflection of thin films that results from contraction. The ANG II was used to elicit pathologic responses and they measured the cardiac function by expression of cardiac markers, calcium transients, morphologic changes, and contractile stress after and before administration of ANG II. They also compared the results with already available experimental and clinical results and were found to have comparable results. They successfully demonstrated that the in vitro disease model can be used for drug screening applications. 113 To evaluate the effect of microsystem's geometry and microenvironmental conditions on the morphology and functions of cardiac cells, Kobuszewska et al developed the microfluidics devices with various shapes and different physiologic conditions (static and dynamic). They developed longitudinal, circular, and parallel microfluidic chambers made of PDMS/glass with static and dynamic fluid flow. Rat cardiomyoblasts (H9C2) were seeded on the devices for testing purpose. They concluded that dynamic fluid flow influences the cell morphology, their alignment in fluid flow directions, proliferation, and maturation when compared to static conditions. This study supports the idea that microfluidics devices with dynamic fluid flow mimicked the natural environment necessary for proper growth of cardiac cells. 114 Skardal et al fabricated an integrated three-tissue organ-on-a-chip platform consisting of tissues of heart, liver, and lungs to study interorgan interactions and drug response. They evaluated the pharmacokinetics of propranolol and epinephrine in clinically relevant concentrations to control the cardiac organoid beating rate. They also tested the effect of other drug molecules on this integrated organoids-on-a-chip model. 115 All these 3D microfluidics models confirmed their future potential to replace currently available in vitro and animal-based in vivo models for drug development applications. Lind et al had presented a 3D printed microfluidics device, which continuously monitors electronic readout of the contractile stress of multiple laminar cardiac microtissues developed in 3D printed microfluidics channels. They used this device for maturation of HSCs-derived laminar cardiac tissue and also for screening of drug to study cardiotoxicity. This 3D printed microfluidics device successfully provides a platform to observe contractile behavior of cardiac tissues and drug screening in closed controlled microenvironment. 116 Bioreactors and 3D microfluidics hybrid system for cardiac tissue engineering 
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Qasim et al conditions for development, regeneration, and control of cells, while making possible real-time visualization into cellular and their morphogenic events. Unlike 3D tissue engineering approaches, which are not exactly similar to exact natural environment of the heart tissue, bioreactors are able to set a necessary balanced environment for biologic functions that are required for cardiac cell differentiations as well as their functional integration for myocardial tissue regeneration. 117 The hybrid bioreactors approach is an advanced strategy in which scientists have used the microfluidics systems for nutrients perfusion and exchange of metabolites and gases, which are difficult to get managed only by cell diffusion in a few-millimeter-thick tissues. Previous studies have successfully shown that media perfusion through microfluidics has increased the cell survival rate in a few-millimeter-thick cardiac tissues. 118, 119 Radisic and her colleagues used this concept and developed a thicker and functional cardiac tissue through microfluidics perfusion system to supply oxygen to seeded cells. They also developed a 3D bioreactor-based scaffold with multiple parallel channels similar to capillary network to enhance perfusion of cells to match the nutrients demand. They also incorporated an oxygen carrier compound perfluorocarbon (PFC) to mimic the natural oxygen carrier molecule, hemoglobin, in the cell culture medium to fulfill oxygen demand of seeded cells in scaffold. They used this model to calculate total oxygen consumption and tried to find the relation between oxygen distribution in tissues and channel physical dimensions, flow rate, concentration of PFC, and cell density. 120 This model provided foundation to investigate detailed insights for engineering of tissue with a specific thickness and cell density, and set the founding principles to mimic natural environment of cardiac muscles tissue engineering. In another similar study, Maidhof et al coupled electrical stimulations with microchannels perfusion bioreactors scaffolds for cardiac tissue engineering. The control of hydrodynamic shear stress due to flow of medium in microchannels and coupling of electrical stimulations enhanced the physiology of cardiac tissue construct. The author used this system to monitor the behaviors of CMs cultured in microchannels by measuring the lower thresholds limit for higher contraction amplitudes (indicative of functional contractile maturation), higher maximum capture rates (indicative of increased intracellular connections), and contractions (indicative of cellular electrical excitability). 
Scaffold-free 3D bioprinting
Despite success of scaffold for tissue engineering, still scaffolds offer problems like immune reaction and degradability.
In some cases, the adverse immune reaction by scaffold can be life threatening as it can damage or degenerate area under negative self-immune reaction. 103, 121 Therefore, scaffold-free 3D bioprinting has emerged as an alternative technique to fabricate artificial organ. 61, 63 In this 3D bioprinting, scaffold support is compensated through adhesion of cells. Various approaches have been introduced to achieve 3D bioprinting, which includes pellet culture, hanging drop, hydrodynamic cell trapping, spinning flask, liquid overlay, micromolding, and rotating wall vessel techniques. 67, [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] In all these techniques, cell are spread in 3D environment and their rapid differentiation term them into a solid mass due to cell-cell adhesion. Once cells are grown in specific shape they can be placed layer by layer with the support of 3D printer and seeded with other cells robotically to develop a tissue-like form. As in a recent study, alginate microdroplets were used to develop scaffold-free construct. These alginate microdroplets were deposited on calcinated substrate layer by layer into ring-shaped hydrogel molds and seeded with ECs and smooth muscles cells (1:1) robotically and toroid-shaped tissue was developed, which showed tissue morphology, cell-cell adhesion, and maturation. 127 Use of scaffold or materials in bioink posed issues of biodegradability, immune reactions, and toxicities. To avoid these complications, Ong et al recently used 3D bioprinting technique for direct delivery of stem cells without addition of biomaterials. They used the mixture of hiPSC-CMs, fibroblast (FB), and ECs in the ratios CM:FB:EC =70:15:15, 70:0:30, 45:40:15 to create spheroids. They used these spheroids for 3D printing of cardiac patches. These patches started beating spontaneously within 3 days while they were still on the needle array, and the voids between the patches got fused in another two days resulting in a complete electrically integrated patch. Patches showed ventricular-like action potential waveforms and uniform alignment of cells and electrical conduction throughout the patch. As these 3D constructs lack presence of any external materials, the ECM of tissue was more natural, which supports the cell-cell interaction and electromechanical coupling. 104 But mostly applied technique for 3D bioprinting is tissuespheroid-based organ bioprinting. Tissue spheroids are 3D well-organized mass of cells, when they are placed over each other in layers; due to surface tension and adhesion they fused into living material and this material reflects the exact similar properties from which the cells were isolated (Figure 3) . They have the advantage to keep their characteristic of native tissue even after their assembly in large structure or organoids. 67 Spheroids constituted by mixture of cells on their settlement 104 This patch showed myocardium morphology with spontaneous contraction, ventricular-like action potential wave form, and uniform conduction band. Later, this path was grafted in vivo into a rodent model and it showed growth, development, vascularization, and synchronization with the native tissues. These 3D bioprinted constructs by using spheroid showed potential to develop fully functionalized heart or large tissue construct to treat MI.
3D bioprinting of cardiovasculature constructs
Cardiac tissue engineering is directly influenced by angiogenesis or microcirculatory vessels as they are necessary for main nutrients demand and gaseous exchange. Therefore, 3D printing for cardiac tissue engineering involves multidisciplinary approaches and use of mixture of biomaterial, cells, and angiogenic factor as bioink. 129 For neovascularization, angiogenic factors play an essential role and can modulate their migration, activate the progenitor (endothelial progenitor) cells and maturation, and promote self-assembly. 39 As we discussed earlier, one of the critical challenges in large tissue construct is oxygen supply, while success of tissue construct based on vascularization to keep construct viable is by maintaining required supply of materials and oxygen. 3D bioprinting has emerged as a promising tool to address this challenge by presenting fully biomimetic tissue constructs and organs for clinical applications. The 3D bioprinted organ mimics the anatomical feature and physiology of native tissues and showed initial success with native vascularization. There are two approaches that are used for 3D printing of such vascular structure; one involves direct printing of tubular vessels and other is indirect printing of sacrifice materials (eg, gelatin or pluronic F127) mixed within hydrogel. 130 Once the hydrogel scaffold solidifies and shrinks, it leaves a hollow vessel structure that is later seeded with HUVEC cells. 130 This second method is known as microextrusion. This method is considered better as compared to direct printing due to its stable tubular structure and choice of broad range of sacrifice materials. But the vascular channels printed by this method have limitations of size and shape due to the nozzle features of 3D printer. Various studies have used this technique with a wide range of hydrogels known to respond less for cells (for example, migration, spreading, and viability) but with high mechanical stability, a factor important for cardiac tissue engineering. [131] [132] [133] Hinton et al used native materials like fibrin and collagen, which are difficult to handle with extrusion-based system for vascular structure printing. 134 Maiullari et al used PF-based scaffolds for developing a 3D cardiac tissue composed of iPSC-derived CMs with a high orientation index imposed by the different defined geometries and blood vessel-like shapes generated by HUVECs and they implanted in vivo subcutaneously in NOD-SCID mice, which demonstrated the integration of the engineered cardiac tissue with host's vasculature. 83 On the other hand, microvalve-based bioprinting technique makes it easy to use materials with low viscosities such as fibrinogen or gelatin (,5% w/v) for 3D printing with better resolution compared to extrusion-based techniques and enhanced cell viability. 131, 135 The stereolithographic and laser assistance in this technique helps to achieve high resolutions and channels with typical diameters of only a few micrometers to about 125 µm being attained. 136 But this technique did not incorporate cells from the first point of printing. To get cellularized vessel structure photocrosslinkable patterning technique is used; in this method, hydrogels are precisely deposited to form an autonomous vessel structure. 130, 136 Printing of a thick vascularized tissue (.1 cm) with these 3D bioprinting approaches has been reported, which has also shown high cell viability for 5 weeks. 137, 138 The 3D bioprinted vascular channels were mostly designed and printed as hollow tubes with a diameter ranging from a few hundred micrometers [139] [140] [141] up to the millimeter range 61, 130 with their inner wall deposited by a single layer of ECs. But the double-layered vascular cell deposition is possible with specific pattern using the multicellular cylinders consisting of two different types of cells, for example human skin fibroblast and human SMCs. This dual-layer patterning is used to develop vascular structures of distinct hierarchical trees and shapes. 142 This layer-by-layer deposition of hydrogels and cell mixture of mouse embryonic fibroblast has been used to bioprint an aortic tissue construct. 143 Similarly Xiaofeng et al used composition of fibrin and microvascular ECs as bioink for the 3D printing of microvasculature. 144 In another study, Fukunishi et al used biodegradable scaffold with autologous cells for 3D printing of vascular conduits and planted it in the inferior vena cavae (IVC) of sheep. After 6 months of implant they explanted the graft and it showed complete dissolution of scaffold and left behind conduit with native IVC tissue International Journal of Nanomedicine 2019:14 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Qasim et al morphology. 145 Schöneberg et al printed the in vitro blood vessel by using mechanical microvalve inkjet 3D printer. This blood vessel system possesses fibrous and collagenous matrix of normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDFs) in the outer surface to mimic the adventitia, a human umbilical artery SMC layer to replace the media and a continuous endothelium (HUVEC) imitating the intima. 146 Similarly, a natural mimic artery ring was developed by seeding the human aortic smooth muscle cells (HASMCs) on 3D printed tubular fibrin hydrogel. 147 The alginate-gelatin solution was used by Liu et al to print artificial vessel construct by using rotating rod. 148 Decellularized ECM with stem cells has been reported as bioink for 3D printing of prevascularized functional cardiac construct. 149, 150 Scaffold-free 3D printing approach has also been used to develop microvasculature structure for cardiac tissue engineering as suction and deposition of multicellular spheroids on a needle array used to print tubular structure. 151 Approximately 500 multicellular spheroids composed of NHDFs (50%), HUVECs (40%), and HASMCs (10%) were used to develop this tubular structure by 3D printer and it is perfused for 1 week before implantation into the abdominal aortas of F344 nude rats for 5 days. This tubular graft performance was monitored by ultrasonography and histologic examinations to observe fluid flow after 2-day interval. Remodeling of the tubular tissues (enlargement of the lumen area and thinning of the wall) observed along with assembly of ECs lining the lumen was also confirmed 5 days after implantation. To develop an ideal blood vessel construct, different theoretical models were also proposed to reach native morphology and physiology of blood vessels. These theoretical models consider different parameters like nozzle speed, motor speed, extrusion speed, bioink concentration, viscosity, mechanical properties, and printer speed.
152 3D printings of the microvasculatures are one of the key areas of future research to address CVD burden. To explore more self-degrading materials with analogous mechanical properties, computational or mathematical modeling is required to achieve fully functional vessel construct.
Applications of 3D printing in CVDs
3D printing has played a vital role in understanding anatomy, physiology, heart diseases, cardiac masses, electrophysiology, and bioprinting. It has been used in the diagnosis and treatment of valvular heart disease. The 3D printing helps in undermining the aortic anatomy including aortic valve area, root morphology, calcium distribution, and distance to coronary arteries in aortic stenosis. [153] [154] [155] 3D printed functional models of aortic valves have been helping to understand blood flow across the aortic valve. 156, 157 The 3D models of the aorta precisely mimic the aortic anatomy and can be linked to flow loops to increase physiologic simulation. 158, 159 Deployment of transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) is also evaluated by these models to observe their alignment in the presence of severe tortuosity or concomitant mitral valve prosthesis to avoid any obstacle or complication. 160, 161 Further, TAVR choice (size of annulus, valve type) prediction of future possible leakage of paravalvular and prior planning of its percutaneous closure can be optimized. [153] [154] [155] Similarly, mitral valve 3D printed functional and static models are used to know the etiology of mitral valve-associates diseases and understanding of blood flow under various loading conditions. [162] [163] [164] 3D printed models are also helping in planning of surgical procedures as in the case of septal myectomy of left ventricular structure. [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] Such preplanning of surgery can improve postsurgery blood flow for complex repairs as in the case of Nikaidoh surgery in patients with transposition of the great arteries associated with interventricular communication and outflow tract obstruction. 170 They are also used in device/stent selection and their optimum positioning to avoid branch vessel obstruction. 171, 172 Moreover, Tam et al showed that the use of 3D models in procedural planning of complex abdominal aortic aneurysms led to change in endovascular approach in 20% of cases. 173 The 3D printed model has applications in diagnosis of heart diseases and helps in better understanding anatomical correlation in congenital heart problems, such as complex ventricular septal and double outlet right ventricles defects as compared to common imaging. 174, 175 These models for congenital hearts defects facilitate the surgical planning and they are precise as compared to surgical finding to plan optimal baffle orientation. 175 Through their accurate demonstration of targeted anatomy of congenital heart defects these 3D models increase the confidence level of the specialist for operative procedures, which was never attained with 3D imaging techniques.
Other than 3D printed applications in treatment and diagnostics of CVDs, these models are also used as educational and communication instruments. They are effective in enhancing the understanding of spatial relationship of congenital heart diseases among students. [176] [177] [178] [179] Students' score and their retention rate in medical exams have also shown improvement when they receive demonstration with 3D printed models. 180 Further, impact of understanding among students with 3D printed model-based lessons is comparably similar to cadavers, 181 while cadavers involve many ethical and financial concerns. [182] [183] [184] [185] Bench-top functional flow 
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Qasim et al cardiac models are also helping in getting basic knowledge of valvular and coronary artery hemodynamics. 156, 186 Advanced 3D printed models are setting new horizon of advanced medical education as they have reflected the native tissue properties under ultrasound as compared to real-time imaging; therefore they can be applied for echocardiography simulation. 187 This advanced use of 3D heart models is very helpful and relevant for teaching congenital diseases as it demonstrates full spectrum of the problem and the variations that may exist even with a single condition. 3D models provide students with opportunity to have sight and touch experience to achieve rapid understanding of anatomical defects, including complex conditions such as criss-cross atrioventricular connections. Beyond the teaching of medical students and staff, 3D printed models are also helpful in communication with patients. Patients can now understand better about their disease and surgical treatments. As a result of this they feel confident and comfortable for providing informed consent and their engagement in shared decision making for operative procedures.
188 3D models were also used in multidisciplinary rounds in the intensive care unit to explain treatment plans in complex patients. 189 Through this wide range of applications 3D printing technology will help us to further understand the complications and finding new treatments for CVDs.
Foreign body reaction and immunomodulation in cardiac tissue engineering
Any implant faces foreign body immune reaction, and dealing with this reaction is important for successful synchronization and sustainability of 3D implant or tissue construct. During the first contact of the 3D scaffolds with tissue, proteins from body fluids get adsorbed on the surface of the implant. This adsorption of proteins further activates the coagulation cascade and inflammatory response to material. 3, 4 These protein layers also include ECM proteins like collagen, fibronectin, and vitronectin, and they mainly regulate the inflammatory response. 190 Other than adhesion receptors, danger signals also known as alarmins also activate white blood cells and enhance inflammatory response to the implant. 191 Alarmins are analogs of pathogen-associated molecular patterns and include heat shock proteins, high mobility group box 1 (HMGB1), ATP, and uric acid. Through these immune players soon after protein adsorption inflammatory cells mainly polymorphonuclear leukocytes (granulocytes) migrate to implant and act as the first line of defense. If this inflammatory response persists, it acts as a driving force to intensify the immune response. Monocytes that reach at the implantation site undergo a phenotypic change differentiating to macrophages and secrete chemokines like IL-8, MCP-1, and MIP-1b to spread message. 192 These macrophages attached over the surface of the implant start secreting phenotypically inflammatory cytokines, ROS, and degenerative enzymes and displaying high phagocytic capacity. The cytokines IL-4 and IL-13 have been identified to induce macrophage fusion on biomaterial surfaces in vivo and in vitro. 193 Then the phagocyte-specific phenomenon referred to as frustrated phagocytosis starts. All these immune reactions result in inflammations and in severe cases they lead to infection and there is a need to remove the implant. Therefore, scientists are trying to modulate this foreign body reaction to make implant more biocompatible by introducing less immunogenic materials.
Recent research in the understanding of body's immunologic reactions associated with tissue repairs in MI and other tissue damages has given an impetus on the role of immunomodulation in regenerative medicine. [194] [195] [196] [197] There occur cascades of immune reactions during an injury in a tissue (Figure 7 ), which slowly resolves in a week or 10 days completing its repair process. 197 Innate immune system initiates this process, wherein neutrophils followed by monocytes/macrophages are recruited. These are subsequently accompanied by recruitment of T cells and other immune cells. Neutrophils that are recruited first perform phagocytosis with the help of neutrophil extracellular traps. They also help in the recruitment of macrophages and monocytes, which clear off the dying neutrophils and other cellular debris, thus initiating the resolution of inflammation. Macrophages, both the resident as well as newly recruited ones, have a profound role in tissue healing by secretion of proteases, cytokines, growth factors, ECM components, and other soluble mediators promoting tissue repair, fibrosis, or regeneration. These macrophages in the later stage of tissue repair process can take up either a proinflammatory (M1) path or an anti-inflammatory (M2) path based on their cell-cell communication and their microenvironment. The M2 macrophages produce wound healing factors like arginase, ECM components, and growth factors such as VEGF-A, plateletderived growth factor, and insulin-like growth factor (IGF). The dendritic cells regulate the tissue repair/regeneration process by controlling the recruitment of macrophages. On the other hand, certain T cells (Tregs and αγT cells) also have regulatory functions, such that they regulate the expression of few factors like arginase, anti-inflammatory cytokines like IL-10, TGF-β, amphiregulin, growth factors, and cytokines such as IGF-1, KGF-1 (fibroblast growth factor 7 ), KGF-2 (FGF-10), IL-22, and IL-17A, thus controlling the repair or regeneration process. Overall, it can be understood that there is a need to balance the inflammatory reaction and tissue regeneration and currently there are lots of research carried out to develop biomaterials that can modulate these immunologic reactions and help in the cardiac tissue regeneration process. 197, 198 Projahn et al developed two hydrogels with different biodegradation properties, which could release two chemokines at different rates. They synthesized fast degradable hydrogel, which was tuned to release Met-CCL5 (a chemokine that inhibits neutrophil infiltration) within 24 hours of implantation, while slow degradable hydrogel releases recombinant protease-resistant CXCL12 (S4V) (a chemokine that stimulates hematopoietic stem cell recruitment thereby improving neovascularization) for 4 weeks in a controlled manner. They found that due to the temporal control of these chemokines' release, there is a significant suppression of initial neutrophils, reduction of apoptosis, and promotion of neovascularization, which leads to an improvement in the cardiac function after MI. 199 In another study, Kim et al treated mesenchymal stem cells with TNFα before transplantation into MI heart in a rat model. They found that treatment of these stem cells with TNFα improved their engraftment with the tissue and enhanced the recovery of cardiac tissue after MI. They found that this might be because of the expression of BMP2 as a result of this treatment. 200 Chen et al devised a heparin-based coacervate delivery system for the controlled delivery of an angiogenic factor FGF2 and an anti-inflammatory cytokine, IL-10. When this coacervate system was injected into mouse MI model, they found an improvement in the long-term LV contractile function, LV myocardial elasticity, and revascularization. They also 
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Qasim et al observed mitigation of LV dilation, LV fibrosis, and also chronic inflammation at the infarct site. 201 Thus, these are few strategies by which immunomodulation can augment the regenerative strategies that we had discussed earlier in this review.
Future directions
Despite so much advancement in 3D printing technology and its applications in cardiac tissue engineering, diagnostics, education, and treatments of CVDs, there is still space for future improvements. Areas such as advancements in image acquisition with high resolution, segmentation software, printing speed and resolution, cost, and printer types need further advancements. Future progress in printing materials and use of hybrid materials will reduce the gap between mechanical properties of scaffold and their respective demand for cardiovascular tissues. The applications of 3D printer will continue to grow in the field of bioprinting, a scaffold-free approach to get fully functional cardiac construct and blood vessels. Demand of whole organ and engineered vessels will keep growing by time with high aging population and rise in chronic illness. 202 In future, this 3D bioprinting technology will move toward personalized tissue engineering, as it can be potentially utilized in fabricating customized devices, cardiac patches, arteries and vessels, valve, and prosthesis. Already few hospitals have demonstrated patients special models of various cardiovascular pathologies by using combined technologies of hybrid material 3D printing, high-spatial resolution cardiac imaging, and image processing software. 168, 203, 204 Further, each university and hospital will invest in this field to print their own models and will use them as essential standard teaching modules along with conventional radiologic imaging. This notion of a personalized 3D printed cardiovascular solution is not here today, but is now clearly expected on the horizon. As diagnostic modalities, quality assurance programs will start as 3D printing is expected to be subject to more federal regulations. 3D printing will be a major advancement in setting new trends in diagnostics and therapeutics. For one, it would be expected that efforts toward direct in vivo bioprinting of biomimetic constructs to replace and enhance regeneration of compromised organ parts would eventually be realized in clinics. With enhancement of precision and optimum 3D printed product, shifting of this technology to robotic instruments for simplifying and scalable automated biofabrication along with portable bioprinters will be the focus areas of future research. To meet with the future increased demand of organs and vascular structures, fast and smart bioprinters will be required in clinics to construct reliably clinically relevant constructs according to the demand of patients as compared to today's slow bioprinters used in laboratory for research. Similarly, brick and building concept will be also a future model of bioprinting, in which minitissue blocks will be fabricated and scale up by joining them to get whole organ or part of organ according to the patient demand or the other approach may employ bioprinting of macroscale vascular network in tandem with microvascularized tissue strands. Importantly, stem cell technologies will play an essential role in transferring these thoughts into reality. For example, cytograft's lfeline vascular graft requires 6-9 months of developing time before it is ready for implantation. Most of this time is passed in culturing fibroblast sheets. The iPSC-derived SMCs have been shown to generate abundant collagen within 8-9 weeks of culture time. 205 This high proliferation ability of iPSCs will not reduce the bioink production time but eliminate the need for harvesting cells from patients or donors.
206
Conclusion
CVDs are among the leading cause of morbidity and mortality globally. Due to lack of organ donors, alternative approaches to repair MI and restore cardiac functions are essential. Tissue engineering and especially 3D scaffold and 3D printing showed significant success to develop artificial heart constructs. But still fabricating properly functional tissue construct for clinical applications depends on the availability of biomimetic materials with fine ECM feature and electrical conductance properties. To some extent supply of oxygen to artificial tissue construct is addressed by oxygen generation biomaterials. These biomaterials along with conductive elastomers are future of cardiac tissue engineering to address ischemia and spontaneous contractions issues with newly constructed cardiac tissue. Furthermore, 3D printed advanced bioreactors that can integrate electrical and mechanical stimulation will be another potential area for developing functional heart. 3D microfabrication technique is designed to engineer a highly vascularized cardiac construct on chip with controlled nutrient supply. Seeding of the 3D micropatterned chips with stem cell, growth factors, and other small biomolecules will give well cardiogenic differentiated and prevascularized functional heart constructs. 3D bioprinting using tissue spheroids is an attractive alternative as it allows customized tissue design without the use of scaffolds and avoids the problems with 
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Qasim et al cell injury during the dispensing of the biomaterial. Decellularization of heart tissue can be a solution as it can create constructs with native alignments of cells. In future there is a need to integrate all conventional 3D tissue engineering techniques with modern scaffold-free 3D bioprinting to achieve the most realistic functional heart to address the burden of CVDs.
